
Educate & rally families, friends, foundations & organizations inspired by young AML patients to pool funds to

Accelerate Children’s Oncology Group’s “highest potential & greatest need” AML-related research project 

benefitting pediatric patients (ages 0-35), which is…

1.  Discover new therapeutic targets & biomarkers to expand treatment options &

2.  Pioneer personalized, precision medicine for young AML patients

STEP 1:  Maximize/expand 
our treatment toolkit
of targeted therapies

STEP 2:  Apply these therapies,
in the right combinations,
according to the patient’s 
specific cancer profile, guided by genomic-based
diagnostic/monitoring (lab) tests

[IDENTIFY COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF THERAPEUTIC TARGETS]  +  [OFFER GENOMIC TESTING TO PATIENTS NOW]

Target Pediatric AML – A national research & “funds-pooling” initiative to…
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months inpatient, 
often in isolation
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virtual “one size fits all”, maximum-tolerated treatment approach
limited therapy options; limited insight into patient’s unique disease makeup
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poorest prognosis
pediatric cancers 
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patient may NOT technically 
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PEDIATRIC AML - Current state
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(delayed relapse detection common)
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TAILORED, PRECISION THERAPY
chemo, targeted drugs & 
immunotherapies in combination

achieve DEEP remission
or adjust therapy
cocktail

bone marrow 
transplants
reduced or eliminated
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blood and/or marrow
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therapy shifts from
inpatient to CLINIC, reduced
toxicities/side effects

` reduced RELAPSE RATE

treatment less
costly &
traumatic

repeat process at relapse
until options exhausted
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SURVIVE = THRIVE

MOLECULAR LEVEL TESTING
verifies/ensures deep remissions
& can provide early relapse 
detection

PEDIATRIC AML - Future / vision leveraging targeted therapies & genomics

✓ chemo reduced or eliminated
✓ modified T-cells, antibody therapies, 

gene editing
✓ small molecule inhibitors
✓ patient matched to “best fit” clinical 

trials based on their disease profile

end of therapy OR
continues long-term
with targeted agents

transplant may 
include modified T-cells
and follow with 
targeted agents

`

virtual tumor board
reviews results & offers

treatment 
recommendations

expanded, 
less toxic
treatment 
options

all patient samples
BANKED at diagnosis

Photo:  modified T-cells
ready for infusion
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PATIENT-TAILORED TREATMENT

✓ Personalized therapy & “best fit” trials
✓ Comprehensive list of treatment options
✓ Precision, molecular-level monitoring 
✓ Improved risk stratification

EXPANDED THERAPY TOOLKIT

Comprehensive list of therapeutic targets =
✓ Discovery/repurposing of existing drugs
✓ Design of custom therapies (like modified T-cells)
✓ Enhanced clinical sequencing tests

patient-specific and 
banked samples 
at diagnosis & at relapse(s)

TpAML – Genomics/AML biology studies are foundational to achieve vision 

Comparison & analysis 
of clinical outcomes

with genomics data can reveal
WHY certain patients were 

responders & 
help design more efficient,

informative clinical trials

• informs research
• enables virtual tumor board
• builds case for clinical 

sequencing to become 
standard-of-care



TpAML – Fast Facts

✓ Cancer is the #1 cause of death, by disease, in children.  Leukemia is the most common form.

✓ Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is one of the poorest prognosis pediatric cancers.  Though it accounts for 20% of 

leukemia in young people, with advances like CAR T-cell therapies for ALL (the most common pediatric leukemia), 
AML is now the deadliest leukemia across all ages.

✓ Treatment for AML has not changed in decades.  Today’s therapies are harrowing, and can be as dangerous as the cancer itself.

✓ Short and long-term side effects of treatment can be devastating.  Life-threatening infections are a normal occurrence

during treatment, as are stays in ICU.  25% of young AML patients will develop rapidly-fatal heart failure 20-30 years after treatment.  The list of
treatment-related side effects is long.  SURVIVE ≠ THRIVE.  We need precision therapies that take aim at cancer with minimal/manageable side effects.

✓ AML is a diverse and complex cancer, so progress has been slow.  It is actually a group of related diseases.  Genetic defects 

driving the cancer can be unique to the individual.  Personalized treatment will be key.  Even a person’s ethnicity can play a role in treatment response.

✓ Targeted therapies and immunotherapies hold great promise (and are exploding on the scene now – like modified T-cells, 

antibody therapies, and small molecule inhibitors).

[CONTINUED NEXT PAGE]



✓ AML is different in young people (ages 0-35), so separate biology studies focused on target discovery are needed.  
AML is the most commonly diagnosed in seniors, so the majority of research focus and funding are directed to this age group. “Trickle-down” discoveries
in older adults don’t always translate to children. Worse yet, treatments that might work well in kids can be discarded due to poor responses in seniors.

✓ No single “magic bullet” will likely cure AML.  Matching the right therapies to a patient’s specific cancer profile will likely be the 

key to improving outcomes and reducing toxic side effects.

✓ Early, pediatric-focused AML biology studies have yielded impactful results.  For example, one new target has yielded 

four potential new therapies. The Children’s Oncology Group believes there is more to discover via omic sequencing & analysis of 1000 patients.

✓ The time is right for breakthroughs in AML.  Advances in targeted and immune-based therapies, combined with cutting-edge omics

sequencing and other tools = hope on the horizon.

✓ TpAML is a strategic effort that enables both precision and personalized medicine in young AML patients,
with the hope of reduced toxicities and better outcomes.  It is the “military intelligence” project in the war on AML, uncovering the vulnerabilities, 
drivers, and unique identifiers of the disease. This can yield more precise targeting, detection, monitoring, and maximization/utilization of existing and
new weapons (drugs & biologics).

✓ TpAML can yield BIG BREAKTHROUGHS – but it’s BIG EFFORT requiring BIG SUPPORT.  TpAML does not fit typical fixed 

(even larger) grant categories.  No single organization is likely to fund the entire project.  It will take friends, families, 
foundations, and organizations nationwide, working together --pooling funds, “venture capital style” -- to get it done.  
Grants and gifts of all sizes make an impact.

TpAML – Fast Facts, continued


